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***THIS IS A STANDALONE FULL LENGTH NOVEL***The hospital is a place to restore health but
what happens when the "sick" are the staff? Jones, a registered nurse, recently took a job at a
prestigious hospital which couldnâ€™t have come at a better time. After a near death experience, a
new city was refreshing until old habits resurface. Time has been said to heal all wounds but what
about LOVE? Meet Raegan, a fresh out of high school, newly employed CNA who moved with her
boyfriend and best friendâ€™s ex, Alandis. Rae finds herself in a love triangle that has her
experiencing emotions she never knew existed. Join the staff of 5 Wing One as the craziness and
secrets of the hospital unfolds. Do medicine & love mix? Is love always the goal regardless of the
profession?
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Keys took a different approach from the norm and I wasn't disappointed at all. Most think the
hospital scene is a place to get the medical help needed but there's so much more occurring behind
closed doors. Some of the secrets had me cracking up, like damn. I loved Rae the most because

she was the true definition of a friend, even though her naivety had her blinded to what was going
on around her. Mahogany was one trifling, manipulative bitch that should've chosen her battles
wisely. There were so many signs Rae missed when it came to her so called best friend but the
meaning you live and learn held true in their situation. Jones was something serious! In her
profession she knew the endless possibilities of her habit and instead of taking heed and
acknowledging her problem, she allowed it to get the best of her. Jones was a low key hoe too and I
wasn't surprised how certain things unfolded. Landis had to learn the hard way how costly his
mistakes would be and I actually liked how he ended up getting played since he deserved it. After
learning everything about the staff of 5 Wing One, you can never be quite sure if the medicinal love
is enough. While some got the love they yearned, the medicinal love for others proved to be too
much.

Keys penned a great hospital soap opera complete with the drama and messiness. She gave us
everything that we didn't know we needed in this book. A few grammatical errors were noticed but
nothing major enough to take away from this wonderful read. Thanks Keys.

I recently discovered this up and coming author, when I was gifted one of her books. I read it and
ended up buying all of her other books. With each one, her pen gets better and better. And I have to
say that this one is the best one yet. I started reading and I did not stop until the last page. I love
how she captures your attention from the first page and draws you into the story. The story flows
very well, and the transition from one character to another is very smooth. I work in the medical field
and I must say that a lot of the things that she wrote about I have actually seen on the job. I love
how she co-mingled urban fiction with the medical field. I can definitely say that love and medicine
does not mix. I can definitely say that this is a must read for any and everyone who is looking for a
different type of urban fiction. I won't talk about what happens in the book, but I will say that if you
don't read this one, then you are doing yourself a great disadvantage. Excellent job Ms. Keys

After reading this book in its entirety for the first time I must say, I was not ready for it to end. I knew
from the beginning that this would be one of Arkeya's greatest. Upon meeting each character I was
enthralled in what would happen next. Jones, crazy as she is, was actually one of my favorites. I
think it was because she was so raw. Raegan, the sweet heart any female should be able to relate
to. I loved her growth. That Mahogany! Defines that saying "With friends like theses, you need no
enemies. Landis grew on me, after understanding his background, I understood him. Plus he is a

young man on the come up, they hardly every have any good sense. All the accessory characters
where relatable. Even if you don't have any medical background they story draws you in. More then
enough real life circumstances to keep you turning pages.

My review late but I read this month's ago but I loved how the author based the setting in a hospital
it reminded me of when I binged watched greys anatomy. I appreciated the fact that the author took
her time with formatting and character development was great too it showed just how it is when a
women can go from good to bad just from the influences around them!! Definitely love this authors
pen game!!

Overall I enjoyed this story. I'm a fan of real life situations and this book provided just that. We are
surrounded by snakes, cheaters, liars and a handful of good people everyday and it was no different
in this story. I felt bad for Raegan because it seemed she ALWAYS got the short end of the stick.
Jones was a sob story from the beginning and Mahogany wanted an ass whipping from the
beginning. This book tugged at a few emotions and I liked that. What I did not like was there wasn't
enough dialogue for me, and because of that I became a tad bit bored with certain parts of the book.
Also, I had to re-read certain parts because the transition in my opinion wasn't that smooth. But... I
would MOST definitely recommend this read to other avid readers :-)

Medicinal Love gave you everything and more. I could relate to the crazy coworkers, on going
drama, crazy friends, and chaotic lives of many. Everyone will know a person like a character in this
book. That being the case it made the book so much better to read. I'm over happy with the ending.
Jones got what she was aiming for and Karma caught up with the right people and the happy
ending came in right on time. The twist and turns were right on time and Once again you can tell
Keys absolutely had fun writing this book and she knew the ins and outs of Crazy Hospital Working
The Floor Life. This is awesome read one-click and see what I'm talking about you won't be sorry.
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